Multi-Mode Wireless Optical Mouse

M100 Silent

Multi-mode wireless connection
1300

High resolution 1300 DPI sensor
Silent click
Up to 9 months battery life

More information at www.rapoo.com

Multi-Mode Wireless Optical Mouse

M100 Silent

Refined, with a high-quality finish and a convenient
non-slip scroll wheel, M100 transmits using Rapoo's
latest and powerful multi-mode wireless featuring
Bluetooth 3.0, 4.0 and 2.4 GHz. The ergonomic
compact design is boosted by a ‘silent click’ feature,
which gives you freedom and a piece of mind since
disturbing those around you is no longer a concern.

1300

All this, combined with the high-resolution 1300 DPI
sensor, makes surfing and clicking a joy. The
included Nano USB receiver can be stowed securely
and conveniently within the base of the mouse. To
top it off, Rapoo’s power-saving technologies offer
up to 9 months’ battery life.

Multi-mode wireless connection
Interference-free wireless options: The smart switch between Bluetooth
3.0, Bluetooth 4.0 (Smart/ BLE) and 2.4 GHz ensures stable wireless
transmission with up to 10 meters range and 360° coverage. You can
still use your mouse regardless of USB port shortage or the loss of
receiver. M100 automatically pairs the working device. It
simultaneously connects to up to 3 devices, and easily switches among
them in a click of a button. It simplifies cross-platform activities and
meets multi-tasking requirements.
High resolution 1300 DPI sensor
Enjoy total control: The high-performance 1300 DPI optical sensor
offers you smooth and accurate mouse-pointer control.

The sound of silence
Click all you want: The silent mouse switches
allow you to use your mouse freely without
disturbing others. This mouse is perfect for late
night projects at home, use at public places and
while traveling.

Up to 9 months battery life
Low energy consumption: Rapoo’s energy-saving
technologies, combined with the on/off switch,
means you can use this mouse continuously for up
to 9 months.

Specifications

Package Contents

Multi-mode wireless connection:

Wireless mouse, Nano USB receiver,

2.4 GHz, Bluetooth 3.0, Bluetooth 4.0

1 AA alkaline battery (installed),

Ergonomic design

Quick Start Guide

3 buttons incl. 2D scroll wheel

System Requirements

‘Silent click’ mouse buttons

Windows® XP/Vista/7/8/10

1300 DPI optical sensor

Mac OS® X 10.4 or later, USB port

Nano USB receiver

Product Dimensions & Weight

Nano USB receiver storage compartment

Dimensions: 98×61×38 mm

Includes 1 AA battery

Weight: 55 g

Up to 9 months battery life

Available Colors

